A Career in Airport Emergency Service

A career with the Airport Emergency Service (AES) puts you at the forefront of ensuring the safety of our passengers. Always there and always ready, you become part of a team that strives towards the sense of assurance that our airport and the passengers will be well taken care of, in good and bad times. You will also play a huge role in putting in place new ideas to further enhance the preparedness of the company, and the airport community.

To prepare you to take on this huge responsibility, CAG shall provide you with comprehensive hands-on training at our training academy during the initial months of your career. The training will be conducted during office hours, and is non-residential. For those of you who join us as a Senior Airport Emergency Officer, you will be bonded for 2 years after completion of your training, to allow you to put these acquired skills to good use. Post this initial phase, some of you could also embark on overseas trips to learn from best practices in the international arena.

To maintain vigilance round the clock, you will be required to work on shift hours when deployed to an operational role. You will be easily identified via your uniforms and unique AES emblems.

We acknowledge the complex role you are required to play, as well as the unique skill sets you will attain during your training. The following incentives are put in place to recognize that:

- Monthly Operational Allowance
- Night Duty Allowance (for Airport Emergency Officers only)
- Monthly Driving Allowance (for Airport Emergency Officers only)
- Retirement Gratuity (for Airport Emergency Officers only)